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PRECIS 

The intent of this article is to elaborate a moie adequate understanding of the presence 
of Christ in Word and Sacrament, which will then make possible a more productive dialogue 
with Hinduism and Buddhism. Foundational to this investigation is contemporary theol
ogy's understanding of symbol-myth. First it is shown how, on the basis of what is being 
said about myth and symbol, the real presence of Christ in the Christian community can be 
understood meaningfully and coherently as a mythic-symbolic presence. 

This refocuses the problem of the relation between the historical Jesus and the Christ 
of faith. It means that Christianity must move beyond "historicism"-the attitude that 
equates the real with the factual. More precisely, it implies that the experience of salvation 
is not mediated through historical events in themselves but insofar as they are "mythified": 
symbols save; historical events (as events) do not Christianity therefore can be said to be 
based on "mythistory," not just history. Various objections to this apparent mythification 
of Christianity are considered; the abiding importance of the historical Jesus is maintained. 

Such an esteem for the mythic Christ requires Christians to modify their claim that 
Christianity's uniqueness is based on its historicity. More precisely, Christians are called 
upon to recognize the real and salvific presence of the mythic Buddha and the mythic 
Krishna (and other Avatars) to their followers. Particular significance is given to the process 
in which Gautama-not unlike Jesus-was glorified and mythified after death. 

. . . Christ is always present in His Church, especially in her liturgical 
celebration. He is present in the sacrifice of the Mass . . . especially 
under the Eucharistie species. By His power He is present in the 
sacraments . . . . He is present in His word. 

{Constitution on the Liturgy, No. 7) 

From church pulpit and academic podium, in devotional literature and 
theological tomes, these words, in sundry articulations, form an essential part of 
the Christian message—what Christians are constantly telling each other and the 
world around them. 

The primary concern of this study is to try to answer the question: "What 
do these words really mean?" The question is theological-ontological, in that it 
seeks to grasp and ground the cognitive claims of such language about Christ's 
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presence. But it is also a practical-pastoral question which attempts to render 
such language more meaningful for Christians and for those who look to 
Christianity for words of life. 

For many Christians, theologians included, this issue presses heavily on 
heart and head. Words about Christ's continuing presence seem to them to labor 
under a heavy burden of obscurity and unquestioned presumptions. Traditional 
expressions such as "Christ in the sacraments" or biblical language such as "in 
Christ Jesus" are often repeated without conscious effort to translate them into 
language and images which modern people can grasp with both understanding 
and feeling. The result is that for many Christians today the statement, "Christ is 
present in Word and Sacrament," is true but not very meaningful. Tad Guzie, 
giving echo to Bultmann, states the problem succinctly: " 'Christ is present in 
the Eucharist' can make sense. But it will make sense only if we can locate 
expressions like this in a world which also speaks of light bulbs and dish
washers."1 Not that talk of Christ's presence can be translated into empirical 
facts, but it must be translated into some kind of experiential reality. 

A secondary concern (and in our present-day world, as important as the 
first) of this study will be to try to show how a revised understanding of the 
continuing presence of Christ can lead to a more effective and productive 
dialogue with Buddhism and Hinduism. The trans-historical presence of Jesus 
will be compared with that of Buddha and Hindu Avatars such as Krishna. 

The key element—the heuristic—in attempting to pursue these two concerns 
will be the contemporary understanding and appreciation of myth and symbol. 
New possibilities for understanding the presence of Christ and for carrying on 
the dialogue with Buddhism and Hinduism will hinge on a clearer perception and 
acceptance of myth and symbol. 

The following considerations will unfold in three parts: the contemporary 
theology of myth-symbol and its application to the question of Christ's pres
ence; the refocusing of the question of the historical Jesus and the Christ of 
faith; and possibilities of greater appreciation for the Buddha or the Krishna of 
faith. 

/. The Mythic-Symbolic Presence of Christ 

Renewed Appreciation of Myth-Symbol in Contemporary Christian Theology 

A renewed understanding and appreciation of myth and symbol is one of 
the hallmarks of present-day Christian theology.2 The foundation upon which 

1 Jesus and the Eucharist (New York: Paulist Press, 1974), p. 26. 
*rhe general understanding of symbol and myth which is prevalent among contempo

rary theologians and which undergirds this article might be summarized as follows. Symbols 
differ from signs in that they do not simply represent another reality but also participate in 
it. Religious symbols therefore are finite realities which participate in and genuinely make 
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theologians have been building their views of the Christian myth has, for the 

most part, been laid by non-theologians: Mircea Eliade,3 Paul Ricoeur,4 Ernst 

Cassirer,5 Suzanne Langer,6 and especially C. G. Jung.7 

Articulated by these seminal thinkers and researchers, a new "mythic 

consciousness" has been asserting itself in the various branches of theology. It is 

most pronounced in the new "Narrative-Story Theology" or "Theology as 

(Auto) Biography," by authors such as J. Dunne, M. Novak, S. Keen, J. McClen-

don, G. Baum, and J. Shea.8 It is also a clear and deterrnining presence in the 

works of systematic or foundational theologians such as P. Tillich, L. Gilkey, 

J. Macquarrie, and D. Tracy.9 liberation/political theologians are also showing a 

marked appreciation for the necessity of myth and memory in carrying out their 

hermeneutics of praxis.10 Most significantly for this study, there has been an 

evident and growing use of symbol and myth in sacramental theology. The 

"external sign" of the sacrament is seen as a symbol which mediates a real 

present Divine Reality. Myths are symbols set in narration-stories made up of symbols. 
(Eliade takes the reverse approach and sees symbols as concentrated myths.) As Tillich 
insisted, symbols and myths are never just symbols and myths. They are encounters with 
Deity (revelation); they work profound changes in the consciousness of the individual or 
group (faith); they call forth new ways of being and acting in the world (morality); they 
hold human beings together in common vision and action (community). In short, symbol-
myth mediates salvation. Cf. P. Tillich, Dynamics of Faith (New York: Harper and Row, 
1958), 41-54; T. Jennings, Introduction to Theology: An Inviataion to Reflection upon the 
Christian Mythos (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1976), pp. 44-57; and further references in 
notes 8 and 9 below. 

3Eliade's publications on myth-symbol have been handily collected in Myths, Rites, 
Symbols: A Mircea Eliade Reader, ed. W. C. Beane and W. G. Doty (New York: Harper & 
Row, 1974). 

4The Symbolism of Evil (New York: Harper & Row, 1967); Freud and Philosophy: An 
Essay on Interpretation (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1970); articles in Philosophy 
Today, vol. 17, no. 2/4 (1973). 

5The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms, 3 vols. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1955); 
An Essay on Man (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1944). 

^Philosophy in a New Key (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1941). 
ηΜαη and His Symbols (New York: Dell, 1968); Two Essays on Analytical Psychology 

(Cleveland: Meridian, 1956). 
8J. Dunne, A Search for God in Time and Memory (New York: Macmillan, 1969); and 

The Way of All the Earth (New York: Macmillan, 1972). M. Novak, Ascent of the 
Mountain, Flight of the Dove (New York: Harper & Row, 1971). S. Keen, To a Dancing 
God (New York: Harper & Row, 1970). J. McClendon, Biography as Theology (Nashville: 
Abingdon Press, 1974). G. Baum, ed., Journeys: The Impact of Personal Experience on 
Religious Thought (New York: Paulist Press, 1974). J. Shea, Stories of God: An Unauthor
ized Biography (Chicago: Thomas More, 1978). 

*P. Tillich, Systematic Theology, vol. 1 (Digswell Place, Hartfordshire: James Nisbet, 
1953), pp. 264-277. L. Gilkey, Maker of Heaven and Earth (New York: Doubleday, 1965; 
orig. pub. 1959), pp. 319-360; Religion and the Scientific Future (New York: Harper & 
Row, 1970), pp. 3-34, 101-136; and "Symbols, Meaning and the Divine Presence," 
Theological Studies 35 (1974): 249-267. J. Macquarrie, Principles of Christian Theology, 
2nd ed. (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1977), pp. 130-148, 177-179. D. Tracy, 
Blessed Rage for Order (New York: Seabury Press, 1975), pp. 108, 207-211. 

10A. Fierro, The Militant Gospel (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 1977), pp. 129-181. J. B. 
Metz, "A Short Apology of Narrative," Concilium, vol. 85 (New York: Paulist Press, 1973), 
pp. 84-96. 
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presence and which enables and impels both minister and recipient to appreciate 
the original meaning of ex opere operato and to move beyond its widespread 
magical interpretation.11 This is especially clear in recent eucharistie theology, 
particularly in its emphasis on the real presence through transsignification or 
transfinalization.12 

The Content and Power of Christ 's Mythic-Symbolic Presence 

The thinker who most clearly articulates the reality of divine presence 
mediated through myth and symbol is Mircea Eliade. A brief focusing on his 
understanding of Sacred Time will enable us to grasp how modern theologians 
(especially sacramental theologians) are attempting to explain Christ's presence 
in Word and Sacrament. Eliade states: 

Today we are well on the way to an understanding of one thing of 
which the nineteenth century had not even a presentiment—that the 
symbol, the myth and the image are of the very substance of the 
spiritual life, that they may become disguised, mutilated or de
graded, but are never extirpated.13 

Most of the theologians cited above give resounding echo to this statement: 
religion without a sensitivity to symbol and myth is despiritualized religion; 
religious experience, being grasped by "Ultimate Concern," disclosure of the 
Transcendent, is bound up intricately with symbol-myth. For the bodily, 
historical creature that the human being is, faith without symbol is dead faith; 
faith is brought about, expressed, and nurtured through the world of myth and 
symbol. 

On the basis of this centrality of symbol-myth, Eliade points out the reality 
of Sacred or Mythic Time. Through the myth, usually as presented in cult, the 
past actions and the "active, creative presence of the Supernatural Beings" are 
made realities in the present moment. The illud tempus becomes the hoc 
tempus. 

By reciting the myths one reconstitutes that fabulous time and 
hence in some sort becomes "contemporary" with the events de
scribed; one is in the presence of the Gods or Heroes. As a summary 
formula we might say that by "living" the myths one emerges from 
profane, chronological time and enters a time that is of a different 
quality, a "sacred" Time at once primordial and indefinitely recover
able. . . . one is seized by the sacred, exalting power of the events 

"R. Schulte, "The Theology of the Sacraments," Sacramentum Mundi, vol. 5 (New 
York: Herder & Herder, 1970), pp. 381-384. G. Diekman, "Two Approaches To Under
standing the Sacraments," in C. S. Sullivan, ed., Readings in Sacramental Theology (Engle-
wood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1964), pp. 1-17. 

12G,uzie, Jesus and the Eucharist', J. F. Powers, Eucharistie Theology (New York: Herder 
& Herder, 1967), esp. pp. 111-179. 

19Mythsf Rites, Symbols, pp. 344-345, emphasis added. 
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recollected or re-enacted. . . . What is involved is not a commemora
tion of mythical events but a reiteration of them. The protagonists 
of the myth are made present, one becomes their contemporary.14 

Eliade's insights into primitive myths enable Christians to grasp more clearly 
and engagingly the "real presence" of Christ in Church, Word and Sacrament: 
his presence is one of Sacred or Mythic Time. To be sure, with Eliade we must 
point out significant differences. Primitive myths usually refer back to a "pri
mordial time, not to be found in the historical past, an original time, in the sense 
that it came into existence all at once, that it was not preceded by another time 
. . ."15 The Christian myth, because it "affirms the historicity of the person of 
Christ,"16 refers to events which took place within history. Still, Eliade reminds 
us, the only way to make the past event present, whether it be primordial or 
historical, is through myth and symbol, re-presented in ritual. Christian Word 
and Sacrament, then, bear "the essential marks of 'mythical behavior'—that is, 
the behavior of the man of the archaic societies, who finds the very source of his 
existence in myth."17 A final comment by Eliade both relativizes and revitalizes 
the Christian understanding of sacrament: "Seen in this light, Sören Kierke
gaard's efforts to express the Christian status as "being contemporary with Jesus' 
is less revolutionary than it at first sounds; all Kierkegaard has done is to 
formulate in new words an attitude common and normal to primitive man."18 

If this renewed theology of myth-symbol and its understanding of the 
continued sacramental presence of Christ is sound, then two further questions 
seem unavoidable: Can the battered question about the historical Jesus and the 
Christ of faith be answered more clearly? And does not such an understanding of 
the presence of Christ provide new possibilities for the dialogue between 
Christianity and Eastern religions? 

//. The Historical Jesus and the Mythic Christ 

Moving beyond Historicism 

The new esteem for myth-symbol is awakening theologians, quite uncom
fortably, to the realization that they, like Western thought in general, have been 
caught in the clutches of historicism. Essentially, the historicist mentality 
operates from the unquestioned a priori that reality, including divine reality, is 
equated with fact, fact which can be located, determined, and then translated 
into discursive, literal language. "One of the myths of the modern West is 
history. History is the landmark to which we refer the incontestability of facts 

"Ibid., pp. 6-7. 
"Ibid., p. 35. 
"Ibid. 
17Ibid., p. 78. 
18Patternsin Comparative Religion (Cleveland: Meridian, 1963), p. 393. 
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and in terms of which we criticize other myths. For Western Man, historical facts 
are the hard and inescapable reality."19 To know reality, to grasp the truth of an 
event, we must be able, in the words of Leopold von Ranke, to determine "wie 
es eigentlich gewesen ist."20 

It is frightening to realize how much "historical criticism" has functioned as 
the last court of appeal in almost all branches of theology. Harald Weinrich's 
description of the state of Western theology does not seem overstated: 

Theology engages . . . in form criticism, redaction criticism, the 
history of traditions, the history of exegesis, church history, the 
history of theology, the history of popular devotion and the history 
of research: all to demonstrate the "complete historicity of 
Christianity." . . . theology today is dominated by the unanimous 
and almost unquestioned view that the biblical stories, if they must 
be mentioned at all, should be allowed to stand as stories at the most 
when they can be proved by the recognized scientific methods of 
history to be true stories.21 

This historicist mind-set has characterized not only theologians but Christians in 
general. It is at the root of the anxieties that spontaneously grip people when
ever they hear talk of the Gospels or of Jesus as myth and symbol. " . . . we are 
afraid to recognize myths for what they are. We are afraid we are going to lose 
something."22 "If history cannot support a story, its truth is jeopardized."23 

But historicism, especially among theologians, is being questioned. Especial
ly by being confronted, in our pluralistic world, with other ways of viewing 
reality, Christian thinkers are coming to realize that their understanding of 
reality as primarily factual-historical is one, limited view; it itself is a myth, and 
like all myth, it can be questioned and expanded. " . . . we discover the myth of 
history when we pursue the history of myth."24 And mounting evidence that 
this "myth of history" does need expanding is being provided by the philosoph
ical-psychological studies of symbolism and imagination done by the founda
tional thinkers mentioned above.25 To know reality in its fullness, it is not 
sufficient, as Bernard Lonergan insists, simply to "take a look."26 Rather, what 
is perceived through the senses must be understood, interpreted, set in a web of 
wider meaning, and for this symbolism plays a key role. We do not encounter 
facts in their naked, historical reality. They are always interpreted and under-

19R. Panikkar, "Myth, Faith and Hermeneutics," to be published by Paulist Press. 
"Sämtliche Werke, vol. 33, 2nd ed. (Leipzig, 1874), pp. vi-vii. 
""Narrative Theology," Concilium, voL 85 (New York: Paulist Press, 1973), p. 53. 
"Guzie, Jesus and the Eucharist, p. 16. 
"Shea, Stories, p. 68. 
"Panikkar, "Myth, Faith and Hermeneutics." 
"See notes 3-7 above. 
uInsight: A Study of Human Understanding (New York: Longmans, 1957), pp. 411-

416,581-586. 
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stood througjh the multi-faceted "psychic grid" of myth and symbol.27 "The 
current of experience . . . is sucked into the stream of symbols which constitutes 
a human mind."28 This was Ernst Cassirer's discovery, that the human being is 
not just an animal rationale but also an animal symbolicum.29 

Salvation Primarily through Myth-Symbol, Not through History 

Myth-symbols save. Historical facts do not. This, stated somewhat extreme
ly, is what follows from what has been said so far. It needs this extreme 
formulation, since it comes as such a "foreign" (but curative) element to the 
Christian body. It is only when we are grasped by and find ourselves responding 
with our whole being to a symbol, myth, or story that we are encountering the 
divine, touching and being touched by "the Ground of Being," and experiencing 
grace. Only then does "the penny drop" and a disclosure of new dimensions of 
reality take place; only then are we able to discover the meaning of "our story" 
and feel enabled, amid all the uncertainty and risk of our finitude, to live it out; 
only then is a "new mode-of-being-in-the-world" revealed to us. All this is 
salvation. It is an understanding of salvation which eschews the extrinsic 
character of much Christian soteriology. Salvation here is not a reality which can 
be simply "effected" externally. Rather, it is something which reaches into the 
archetypal searching of the person's innermost being, something which shakes, 
invades, and renews the whole self. Such is the power of symbol and myth. 
Without it, there is no salvation.30 

Historical facts, as facts, do not save. This, too, must be grasped and 
absorbed by Christian sensitivities. This does not mean that the historical 
content which some myths have is unimportant. That this is not the case was 
implied in what was said above about Eliade's concept of "Sacred Time" and the 
historicity of Christ. Yet also implied in the reality of Sacred Time is the fact 
that only if historical events are translated into myth can they work salvation in 
the Uves of contemporary men and women. Following Claude Lévi-Strauss, we 
can say that only when we "evoke" a past event by discovering in it transcen
dent meaning, by experiencing it to be paradigmatic and revelatory for existence 
over other events—only then does it save. But such an "evocation of faith" turns 
history into myth; the historical event becomes "mythified history."31 And it is 

a7B. Bruteau, The Psychic Grid: An Epistemological Model (Wheaton, IL: Theosophical 
Publishing House, 1979). 

"Langer, Philosophy in a New Key, p. 46. 
29EssayonMan,p. 24. 
30Here we cannot take up the question whether salvation is really experienced non-

symbolically in the apparently naked, non-imaginative experience of Zen or yogic medita
tion. It can be argued that in such experiences symbols, known from other areas of Irving, 
are playing a "hidden" role, or that if such experiences of satori or samadhi do take place 
without symbols, they cannot long subsist without them. See P. Tillich, What Is Religion? 
ed. J. L. Adams (New York: Harper & Row, 1969), pp. 88-109. 

3lThe Savage Mind (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1966), pp. 245-269. 
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this evocation of faith, this mythified history-not the hard news of history-
that saves. ". . . only when myths are freed of the burden of being science and 
history will their power to illumine the bond between person and Being be 
recovered."32 

It should then be clear that, while history is subordinated to myth, it is not 
opposed to myth. Eliade admits that myth and history "represent two different 
modes of existing in the world, two different approaches of the mind to the 
interpretation of the data of reality." Still, he insists, they "are not mutually 
exclusive."33 For historical myths, i.e., for myths which owe their genesis to 
"something" that happened in time, history retains a vital importance. This will 
be explored in more detail later when we deal specifically with Christian myth. 

Christianity Based on Mythistory 

A further and more explicit statement: While it is undeniable that Christian 
myth owes its origin, identity, and vitality to historical events, it would be 
misleading and incorrect to maintain that Christian salvation is mediated through 
history as such. That would be to eviscerate the event of its mythic content and 
render its saving power less effective. Louis Dupré articulates how the Judaeo-
Christian religions so easily succumb to the danger of overstressing history: 

Though history is indissolubly connected with it, salvation, if the 
term is to retain its meaning, must take place in the present. 
Christians and Jews appear to experience considerable difficulty in 
reconciling this present with the inherent historicity of their faiths. 
Often they favor the latter, regarding their faith as a new, decisive 
epoch of history. But in doing so, they reduce the redemption of 
time itself to a purely temporal event and sacrifice its basic mean-
mg.34 

Eliade terms such historicism a "decomposition product of Christianity"—i.e., 
the tendency to "accord decisive importance . . . to the historical éventas such9' 
and thus to deny "it any possibility of revealing a transhistorical, soteriological 
(mythical!) intent."35 But such a "decomposing" of Christian soteriology need 
not take place; myth and history are not mutually exclusive. 

Biblical scholarship over the past century has removed the foundations of 
such a historicizing of Christianity. Accepting Bultmann's familiar distinction-
and admitting the necessity of applying it cautiously—we must admit that the 
sacred scriptures of the Christian religion are much more a matter of Geschichte 
than of Historic In the New Testament, "we do not have here the transmission 

32Shea, Stories, pp. 48^9. 
™Myths, Rites, Symbols, p. 120. 
"Transcendent Selfhood (New York: Seabury Press, 1976), p. 77. 
**The Sacred and the Profane (New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1959), p. 112 

(parentheses mine). 
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of facts but their symbolic transformation."36 Christian theologians and 
exegetes, in general, must be much more open and candid about admitting this. 
There is an inextricable interpénétration of history and myth in the biblical 
tradition, so that in biblical history myth is not and cannot be differentiated 
from real-life history; and history cannot be separated from myth. This means 
that all the bold claims that Christianity is an "historical religion" must be 
tempered or even radically modified. Better to make use of the concept that Van 
der Leeuw and Dumery have elaborated in their philosophies of religion and to 
say, more modestly but more meaningfully, that Christianity is based on 
mythistory: Its myth is supported by history; its history is filtered through 
myth.37 

This means that we must also modify and reevaluate the oft-heard admoni
tions that systematic theologians must follow the lead of, and be contained by, 
the exegetes, that all our talk of the Christ of faith is limited by the historical 
Jesus. 

. . . the image of Jesus is not traced out in advance for the Christian 
and the theologian by the historical evidence or by exegesis. The 
gaps in our knowledge of Jesus' real life are, within certain limits, 
subject to the freedom displayed by various theological interpreta
tions. . . . It is not the historical or exegetical Jesus who gives shape 
to a concrete theology and Christian praxis. Rather, every particular 
theology and every specific Christian outlook molds Jesus' image 
according to its own needs, thus giving form to the rather indistinct 
image of the historical Jesus.38 

This is not to give unbridled rein to the unhistorical imagination, nor is it to rule 
out concern for the historical Jesus or for a sound "Christology from below." 
Yet it reminds us forcefully that we are working not with history but mythis
tory, history focused through myth, myth which needs constant reinterpretation 
throughout time. 

The Mythic Christ: The Present Savior-Christ 

We are now in a position to respond to the problem of the historical Jesus 
and the Christ of faith more precisely: the Christ of faith can best be understood 
as the Mythic Christ! It is the Christ present in the power of myth and symbol 
who elicits faith, who unites men and women to himself (Paul's "in Christ 
Jesus"), who is really present and active in church, word, and sacrament. 

A proper understanding of the presence of Christ requires that the Mythic 
Christ be distinguished, though not cut off from, the historical Jesus. For it is 
primarily the Mythic Christ, not the historical Jesus, who is Savior. This seems to 

36Jennings, Introduction to Theology, p. 63. 
"Referred to in Fierro, Militant Gospel. 
38Ibid., pp. 166-167. 
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be the content, if not the explicit statement, of many contemporary Christol-
ogies. From differing approaches and with different terms theologians are speak
ing of Christ as a mythic-symbolic reality which originates from, and is contin
uously related to, Jesus but which cannot be identified with or limited to 
Jesus.39 This is what Tillich is about in his understanding of "the symbol of 
Christ" which is a historical symbol mediating the presence of New Being; yet 
the symbol-creating activity of New Being cannot be limited to Jesus.40 Mac
quarrie argues and speaks of Jesus Christ as the "symbol of Being" and the 
"focusing" of the universal, saving power of Being.41 Much of process Christol-
ogy works with the concept of symbol: John Cobb, in his description of Christ 
as the universally active power of "creative transformation" distinguished from 
Jesus as the incarnation of that transformation;42 William N. Pittenger, with his 
insistence that Jesus is different in degree but not in essence from other 
incarnations and manifestations of universal divine Creative Love.43 Schubert M. 
Ogden is even more explicit with his forceful argument that "the point of 
Christology" is "strictly existential": what is primarily important is not what 
actually happened in the life of Jesus but the ability of the message (the symbol-
myth) to reveal and transform our lives.44 Tracy follows this same line in his 
outline for a foundational Christology.45 

The contemporary theologian who most clearly and boldly articulates what 
is contained in such Christologies is Raimundo Panikkar who, interestingly, is 
elaborating his Christology within the context of dialogue with Eastern relig
ions.46 His understanding of the Christ and of the distinction between Christ and 
Jesus are, it seems, consistent and coherent conclusions from any theology 
which holds to the centrality of myth and symbol. Panikkar, as a Christian, has 
encountered the Christ in Jesus, but this encounter as well as his experience in 
other religions tell him that the Christ cannot be contained in Jesus. For 
Panikkar, Christ is a central symbol of a "cosmic-theandric principle." Basing 
himself also on the traditional Christian Logos doctrine, he sees this principle as 
the dynamic "link" between the finite and the Infinite, the self-communicative 
reaching out of the Infinite which establishes both the existence of the finite and 

39They would stress that this was what was already happening in the New Testament 
especially in Paul who ". . . lifts the historical mission of Jesus to a higher level than that of 
history; he eternalizes it, so to speak, transforming it into a Christ-cult To this cult. . . 
those who concentrate on the historical aspects of Christianity are apt to become insensi
tive" (A. Graham, The End of Religion [New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1971], 
p. 74). 

^Systematic Theology, vol. 2 (1959), esp. pp. 100-159. 
^Principles, pp. 271-272. 
42Christ in a Pluralistic Age (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1975), pp. 44-110. 
^Christology Reconsidered (London: SCM Press, 1970), pp. 111-133. 
""The Point of Christology," Journal of Religion 55 (1975): 375-395. 
45BlessedRage, pp. 204-236. 
46 A full-blown statement of Panikkar's christological views is still in the making, to be 

entitled "Christophany." 
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the unity of the finite-Infinite. He holds that "Christ" is a most fitting symbol or 
name for this link or unity between God and humanity: 

The reason to persist in calling it Christ is that it seems to be that 
phenomenologically, Christ presents the fundamental characteristics 
of the mediator between divine and cosmic, eternal and temporal. . . 
which other religions call Isvara, Tathagata or even Jahweh, Allah 
and so on . . .47 

But Panikkar insists that Christ must be more than the historical Jesus: 

When I call this link between the finite and the infinite by the name 
Christ, I am not presupposing its identification with Jesus of Naz
areth.48 

To say "Jesus is the universal Savior" means . . . that there is 
universal salvation, but that the Savior (the Christ) is not an individ
ual, not merely a historical figure nor basically an epistemological 
revealer.49 

Jesus is one of the names of the cosmo-theandric principle, 
which has received practically as many names as there are authentic 
forms of religiousness and which at the same time finds a historically 
sui-generis epiphany in Jesus of Nazareth.50 

Panikkar is not to be accused of Docetism, for he embraces the genuine incarna
tion of the Christ in the man Jesus; nor is he slipping into Gnosticism, for he 
holds to the necessity of historical mediation and the insufficiency of "epistemo
logical revelation." But he makes it clear that Jesus as Savior is the mythic and 
symbolic Christ—a Christ working in the universe of faiths. 

Such an understanding of the Mythic Christ as Savior places the whole 
question of the quest for the historical Jesus in a new and less threatening 
framework.51 Norman Perrin states this new framework most clearly, and it 
would seem that theologians who admit the saving reality of myth cannot but 
agree with him: 

. . . does the historical data about Jesus and his cross affect the 
subsequent influence of the myth at the level of the historicity of 
human existence in the world? In one way, this question is no 
sooner asked than answered, because the general study of the history 
of religions, including Christianity, has shown that there is no 
discernible correlation between the factual element of history and 

41The Trinity and the Religious Experience of Man (New York: Orbis Books, 1973), 
p. 54. 

«Ibid., p. 53. 
49Salvation in Christ: Concreteness and Universality (Santa Barbara, CA: privately 

published, 1972), p. 62 (parentheses mine). 
S0Ibid.,pp. 71-72, also p. 51. 
"Not so new, for it restates, in a more meaningful way, the claims of Martin Kahler in 

C. E. Braaten, ed., The So-called Historical Jesus and the Historic, Biblical Christ (Phila
delphia: Fortress Press, 1964; orig. pub. 1892). 
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the functioning adequacy of a myth. . . . Christian myths, like all 
myths, function precisely because they are myth, and the only kind 
of history by which they may be judged or validated is that of the 
history of an individual or people in the concrete circumstances of 
Ufe in the world.52 

As was said above, the Christian documents are a record of mythicized history or 
historicized myth, and therefore the most important question to ask about the 
Christian myth—the life, teaching, death, and resurrection of Jesus of Nazareth-
is not whether it is historically true or false, but whether it is salvifically effec
tive in our present history. And the answer to this question depends "upon the 
ability of the narrative to resonate with the 'primordial myths and archetypes' of 
the human race, or to 'provide the structure of identity and cohesion' of a 
particular human group—in this instance, of Christians."53 

Some, perhaps many, will respond that if Christian theology has indeed 
been guilty of historicism such a view of the mythic Christ and the historical 
Jesus goes to the opposite extreme and ends up in pure mysticism. They will 
insist that historians can provide us with a minimal but reliable list of hard facts 
about the Ufe of Jesus and that the knowledge of such facts is absolutely 
essential, for otherwise the Christian proclamation could no longer be considered 
a "factual possibility . . . to be taken seriously," but would be "something 
Utopian or belonging to a wish-world," "merely an idealized possibility and 
perhaps just a fanciful escape from the harsh realities of historical existence."54 

On the basis of what has been suggested throughout this study, a threefold 
response to such objections can be made: (1) They seem radically to underesti
mate the power of myth-symbol to function "on its own," as has been testified 
to by recent scholarship and especially by the witness of believing men and 
women who have committed themselves to a religious way of Ufe on the sheer 
power of myth or story, without knowledge of the historical reUabiUty (some
times even denying it!55) of the story. Also, such critics appear to be falUng back 
to the worldview which defines "true fact" as that which has taken place and 
which can be historically stated and verified—"w/e es eigentlich gewesen ist." 
(2) By insisting on some verifiable historical facts, these theologians run the risk 
of continuing to "decompose" Christianity, of emasculating the power of the 
Christian story, of making the faith-experience contingent upon factual, verified 
data—which renders salvation something which takes place outside of rather than 
within the person. (3) Their claims that the Christian kerygma is based on 
verifiable historical facts must be quaUfied. It is true that historians and scripture 
scholars are in general agreement that a certain minimal, factual content of the 

S2The New Testament: An Introduction (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1974), 
p. 29. 

53N. Perrin, The Resurrection according to Matthew, Mark, and Luke (Philadelphia: 
Fortress Press, 1977), p. 13. 

54Macquarrie, Principles, p. 278. 
55Snch is the case of the Hindu devotees of Krishna, as we shall see in Part III. 
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Ufe, death, and message of Jesus can be estabUshed.56 But when these critics can 
go on to claim that Jesus is a reUable myth because we have historical certainty 
about his own psychological state (what he thought about himself) and espe
cially about his own reaUzation and Uving of the message he proclaimed, they 
wfll meet with staunch caveats from many historians. Tracy speaks for many 
when he notes the "insuperable difficulties" in reconstructing Jesus' self-
consciousness or his own actuaUzation of the way of Ufe he preached.57 These 
critics, then, seem to be requiring a historical foundation which cannot be 
estabUshed. 

And yet, for the Christian myth, the historical Jesus—the Gospel records 
about him—remains intrinsicaUy important. With our exalting of the Mythic 
Christ, we are not proposing a de-historicized Christianity. The historical Jesus 
and what we know about hün wül continue to serve crucial roles in the procla
mation and Uving of the myth. Primarily, it teUs us that although the Christ-
myth wfll be open to differing interpretations through time, an essential element 
in it is the affirmation of the value of history and of Ufe in this world and the 
need to be involved in it. Also, what we can know of the historical Jesus wfll 
serve as a limited but necessary control on the way the myth is interpreted. The 
Christ event is open to a multitude of symboUc expressions, but not to aU. 
"Needless to say, our model of Jesus cannot be based on mere whim. . . . The 
certain data of history are sufficient to rule out many interpretations and any 
attempt to manipulate the facts "58 

But most importantly, a constant remembrance of what happened in the 
past—even when we are not absolutely certain about it—is essential for preserving 
the identity and the continuity of Christianity and in maintaining its distinctive 
contribution to and prophetic role within the world of reUgions. 

To Christians and Jews redemption remains permanently temporal 
and accessible only through memory. A purely existential (non-
historical) interpretation of those faiths . . . therefore conflicts with 
their very nature. Even events which no historical evidence could 
ever firmly estabUsh must be recollected rather than construed. It 
may well be the case, as Franz Rosenzweig suggests, that no one 
ascended the mountain and that no one descended, yet the Sinai 
event, though clouded in historical darkness, remains essentially a 
"memorable" event. Similarly, the Christian possesses no decisive 
historical evidence of the resurrection and very Uttle of the "histor
ical Jesus" in general, yet he cannot beUeve without what Kierke
gaard caUed the footnote of history.59 

56Perrin, New Testament, pp. 277-302; R. H. Fuller, The Foundations of New Testament 
Christology (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1965), pp. 102-141; Macquarrie, 
Principles, pp. 273-290. 

slBlessedRage,p. 218. 
iBFieno,Militant Gospel, p. 167. 
59Dupré, Transcendent Selfhood, pp. 76-77 (parentheses mine). 
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Again, such a statement subordinates the historical Jesus to the recollected 
Mythic Christ, yet it affirms for Christianity the sine qua non of the historical. It 
expresses the inherent and productive tension between the particular historical 
event and the universal, mythic-symboUc message. 

///. The Mythic Buddha and Krishna: Present Saviors 

The real presence of Christ in church-word-sacrament is a mythic-symboUc 
presence; this leads to a revised understanding of the relationship between the 
historical Jesus and the Christ of faith. Both these considerations lead us to 
further insights concerning the similarities between Christ and other savior 
figures. Such insights wfll open new avenues in the present-day dialogue among 
world reUgions. 

Christianity Cannot Claim History As a Ground of Superiority orNormativit 

The fact that Christian myth roots itself in and constantly refers back to 
historical events estabUshes a certain uniqueness for Christianity in relation to 
other reUgions, especiaUy to those whose myths are "primordial." But on the 
basis of this historicity Christians have commonly claimed not only a distinctive 
difference for Christianity but also a superiority or finaUty over other reUgions. 
In the light of what has been said in the first two parts of this study, such claims 
must be radicaUy questioned. 

In the first place, if it is true that it is myth-symbol which saves, not 
historical facts as such, then Christianity is placed essentiafly on the same level 
with other reUgions. AU reUgions are salvific through the iUuminative, prehensive 
potency of their myths and stories, not through the events themselves which 
may have given rise to these myths. Therefore, if any claims for superiority, 
normativity, or finaUty are to be made, they must be based not on historical 
arguments but on the evidence that one myth is more disclosive than others or 
contains revelatory content not found in others. This should be a fundamental, 
methodological principle in Christianity's dialogue with other reUgions.60 

Further, while Christians insist that there is a historical basis to their myths, 
they must also keep in mind, as has been shown above, that they have no direct, 
non-mythical access to this basis. Christianity is based on mythistory, not on 
factual reportage. "It may weU be that the Christian myth rests upon a thicker 
layer of historical reaUty (in comparison with other reUgions), but that does not 

60As Tracy points out, such a "dialectical analysis of Christianity in relationship to the 
other world religions [is] a task which would demand a full-fledged use of the history of 
religions in fundamental theology and would in the final analysis, prove a theological task 
whose successful completion would require a complete Christian dogmatics" (Blessed Rage, 
p. 234). Clearly, Christian theology is only on the threshold of such a task. 
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change its mythical nature."61 FinaUy, as we wfll soon Alústrate, there is much 
more history behind Eastern myths than Christians have recognized. Indeed, in 
a certain sense it must be said that myth totally devoid of any historical origin is 
an impossibflity for the human being who is "thrown," wflly-nflly, into the 
world of time, space, and history. "AU reUgion has been related to the historical 
experience of tribe, cult or visionary."62 

Having tried to remove the "rock of history" which impedes dialogue 
between Christianity and Eastern reUgions, we can move to more particular 
considerations: how Christians might recognize that the savior-figures of 
Buddhism and Hinduism are "present and saving" in essentially the same way as 
Jesus the Christ. 

The My thic Buddha 

There is Uttle doubt that Siddhartha Gautama of the Sakyas, caUed Buddha, 
is a historical reaUty. And he is looked upon and affirmed as an historical person 
by the vast majority of his followers. In fact, what constituted the difference 
between Buddhism and Brahmanical Hinduism is what made for the difference 
between Christianity and its parent reUgion, Judaism; both Christianity and 
Buddhism "turned on a Uving personaUty."63 And yet, in trying to form a clear 
and reUable picture of the "historical Buddha," there are the same difficulties as 
in the case of the historical Jesus; indeed they are greater. The first complete 
"Uves" of the Buddha were written some 500 or more years after his death, and 
they are clearly brimming with legend and mythic imagination. The earlier PaU 
or "canonical" texts do contain some biographical data, but for the most part 
these are only incidental or fragmentary references to events of his Ufe. "What 
we find in the canonical accounts of Buddha's pubUc Ufe is Uttle more than the 
record of preaching and of journeys between the various cities, Rajahaha, VesaU, 
and Savatthi, which formed the chief centres of the new movement."64 Some 
experts hold that since we are able to distinguish later from earlier strata in 
reports on Buddha's Ufe, we can estabUsh the historical reUabflity of the Uttle 

"Fierro, Militant Gospel, p. 170 (parentheses mine). Some might suggest that the 
uniqueness of Christianity among religions of the world rests not primarily on its historical 
foundations but on its prophetic-moral dimension. But here, too, such prophetic involve
ment in the world stems from Christianity's dominant myth-symbols (e.g., incarnation, 
resurrection). And further and more sensitive "dialectical analysis" of Eastern myths might 
well reveal their prophetic-moral dimension (e.g., the bodhisattva, the necessity of acting in 
Karma-Yoga and the Bhagavad-Gita). 

62A. Wilder, Theopoetics: Theology and the Religious Imagination (Philadelphia: 
Fortress Press, 1976), p. 20. 

63A. Graham, Contemplative Christianity (New York; Seabury Press, 1975), p. 36. 
ME. J. Thomas, The Life of Buddha as Legend and History (London: Routledge & 

KeganPaul, 1927), p. 233. 
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that is told in the older texts; there are even claims that some of the ipsissima 
verba of Buddha can be ferreted out.6S 

The questions, therefore, confronting Buddhalogists when they approach 
the very human picture of Buddha painted by Asvaghosa in his Acts of the 
Buddha (one of the first and most popular of Buddhist gospels, first century 
A.D.) are similar to those perplexing Christian theologians for the last hundred 
years, and the answers are basicaUy the same: 

How close is this attractive character to the historical person? 
Probably as close as Asvaghosa could make it with the data and 
concepts at his disposal. The quest for the objective Gautama, like 
that for the historical Jesus, is foredoomed to a measure of failure. 
We cannot get behind the portrait that the early communities 
synthesized for their founder; their reports are all we have. But 
though the Community (Sangha) created the image of the Buddha, 
Buddha created the Community and in so doing impressed upon it 
his personality. The master exhorted his disciples to imitate him, and 
they formulated and transmitted an image of him, along with his 
teachings, as a model for later generations to imitate. Though the 
process of formulation entails distortion, the purpose of transmis
sion assures a measure of fidelity.66 

And when we sift through the various reports in the earliest canonical texts, 
we can arrive, experts hold, at historicafly reUable knowledge of certain basics in 
the Ufe and message of Buddha; again, they are the same basics which scholars 
teU us can be affirmed of the ministry of Jesus.67 We have the essential content 
of Buddha's preaching in the Four Noble Truths and the Eightfold Path; these 
principles have been and are still adhered to by all the various schools of 
Buddhism and form the basis for the many different doctrinal elaborations.68 

Also, we know that something happened to Buddha which enabled him to 
discover these truths of the human situation and which propeUed him, as a man 
set apart, to preach; this event is known as the Enlightenment. FinaUy, concern
ing Buddha's own self-consciousness, it seems that while he did not set himself 
above the Dharma or Nirvana and make himself the object of his preaching, he 
did have what can be caUed a sense of universal mission. He felt that his mission 

65Ibid., pp. 227-236; R. H. Drummond, Gautama the Buddha (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. 
Eerdmans, 1974), pp. 25-27. 

6ÖR. H. Robinson, The Buddhist Religion (Belmont, CA: Dickenson Publishing Co., 
1970), p. 13. 

e7Karl Rahnei holds that at least two facts about Jesus can and must be established 
historically: that he understood himself as the eschatological prophet and that there was 
some event called the resurrection (Foundations of Christian Faith [New York: Seabury 
Press, 1978],pp. 245-246). 

6eThese early texts contain the central insights of the Buddha, the Anatta (No-Self), and 
the Anicca (Dependent Co-origination) doctrines, which later were to be developed into the 
Mahayanist views of Sunyata (Emptiness-Void) and Karuna (Compassion, examplified by 
the bodhisattvas). 
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was crucial for setting the wheel of Dharma rolling in the world and for enabling 
others to achieve Nirvana.69 

What happened after his death was, again, the same process which took 
place after the death of Jesus: the proclaimer became the proclaimed. This 
means that the historical Buddha becomes all the more the mythic Buddha. This 
process of mythicization is clear already in the early Pali canon. It is contained 
in the noted "Three Jewels of Buddhism"; Buddhists are told to go for refuge 
not only to the Dharma and to the Sangha, but first of all to the Buddha.70 

From the start, to be a Buddhist meant to be devoted to the Buddha, to 
acknowledge him as the unique guide to Enlightenment, to "depend" on him 
(although, as the Theravadists insist, this does not exclude the absolute necessity 
of one's own efforts). Ananda, Buddha's beloved disciple, states the rank and 
role of Buddha: 

There is no one monk entirely and completely endowed with those 
qualities with which the Lord, the arahat, the all-enlightened, was 
endowed. For the Lord was the producer of the unproduced Path, 
the preacher of the Path that had not been originated, the knower, 
the cognizer, the perceiver of the Path. But now the disciples are 
followers of the Path, being endowed with it afterwards.71 

This process is intensified in the Mahayana tradition in which Buddha is all 
the more glorified, given qualities of transcendence (divinity), and eventually is 
unabashedly acknowledged, together with all those who become Buddhas (the 
bodhisattvas), as Savior. 

The reader can see from the earliest documents how the surging 
devotion to Buddha rose visibly from century to century. . . . 
Looked upon as a saviour-personality, he became progressively 
identified with the transcendent experience of which he spoke so 
often.72 

This mythicization-divinization of Buddha was later placed in a more 
metaphysical framework in the Trikaya or "three-body" doctrine professed by 
Mahayanists (similar to the Trinitarian framework in which the divinity of Jesus 
was understood in the third and fourth centuries). The Dharma body of Buddha 
is the Absolute which makes up all reality and which "inspired" Gautama and 
appeared in his Nirmana or physical-historical body. (The Dharma body is 
common to all Buddhas.) The Sambhoga or enjoyment body is a kind of 
glorified body of Buddha which the saints, in mystical experience and only with 
the eyes of faith, can encounter, and through which they are guided and 
instructed.73 

69Drummond, Gautama, pp. 44, 80. 
10Sutta-nipata, pp. 236-238. 
nMaffihima-nikaya, III, 8. 
72T. Barry, Buddhism (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell, 1975), p. 31. 
73E. Conze, Buddhism: Its Essence and Development (New York: Harper and Row, 
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It is particularly significant that this continued mythic presence of Buddha, 
this whole process of mythicization and glorification, is grounded on what is, 
quite certainly, an historical event: what happened under the Bo tree—Buddha's 
Enlightenment. This is ". . . the event that for the Buddhist world holds a 
comparable place to that held by the Crucifixion and Resurrection in Christian
ity."74 Here Buddha experienced something—something which, it can be said, he 
both achieved and received—which, like the Resurrection, is shrouded in histor
ical darkness; but it was this "something" which enabled him, like Christ, to 
"speak like no other man" and which estabUshed him, in his mythic presence 
through time, as "the Way, the Truth, and the Life" for millions of men and 
women. 

The Mythic Krishna—The Avatars 

What has been maintained about Buddha can be said, in a more summary 
way, about Krishna and the other Avatars who play central roles in Hindu faith, 
especially in its bhakti forms.75 Here we have examples of mythic saviors who 
are clearly divine and who exercise a continuing, saving presence for their 
devotees. Yet many Christian theologians have stressed that any comparison of 
Krishna and the Avatars with Christ limps radically, for in such instances of 
Hindu incarnations there is an evident and often admitted lack of historical 
reality behind the myth. Also, the image of how the gods actually do take flesh 
seems docetic: there is not a genuine assumption of the human condition, with 
all its pains and struggles and uncertainties. It is more a case of god "in the form 
of man."76 

But the importance of such arguments, which clearly imply that the 
"mythical Krishna" is inferior to the "historical Jesus," is deflated by the 
considerations in Part II of this study: to evaluate the religious and salvific 
content of a myth, the important question to ask is not the historical (Did it 
really happen?), but the effective (Does it work?). And here we can only open 
our minds to the witness of countless Hindu believers: ". . . you [Christians] 

1959), pp. 34-38, 171-173. For other interpretations of the Trikaya doctrine, cf. Hans 
Wolfgang Schumann, Buddhism: An Outline of Its Teachings and Schools (Wheaton, IL: 
Theosophical Publishing House, 1974), pp. 101-109. 

74Graham, End of Religion, pp. 151-152. 
75The doctrine of the Avatars (literally, "descents") is contained in the Epics (ca. 500 

B.C.-200 A.D.), especiaUy in the Bhagavad-Gita, and in the Puranas (first millennium A.D.), 
although it can trace its roots much further back in Hindu history. Briefly, it states that at 
given times, when the world is in need, deity takes on human reality to enable humanity to 
continue its search for ultimate unity with the Absolute. The classical instances of the 
Avatars of Vishnu (one of the so-called "Hindu Trinity," along with Brahma and Shiva) are 
Krishna and Rama. For an extensive study of the Avatar doctrine and its relations to the 
Christian understanding of incarnation, see G. Parrinder, Avatar and Incarnation (New 
York: Barnes & Noble, 1970), especially pp. 120-127, which describe the twelve characteris
tics of all Avatars. 

76This, in essence, is Parrinder's final evaluation; see ibid., pp. 226-234, 263-266, 278. 
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keep forgetting that through these 'types,' as you would call them, the Lord 
Vishnu reveals himself in the spiritual experience of his devotees."77 Also, 
concerning the docetic content of the Avatar in Krishna, while this may be true, 
it is also clear that through the myth of Krishna, men and women have been able 
to find God in their world and to live more meaningfully in this world. Klaus 
Klostermaier, who surely is aware of the shallow historical soil of the Krishna 
stories, writes: 

The scope of bhakti is not speculative. The God of the bhaktas is a 
God become part of human history—their Puranas are not a collec
tion of legends and myths (as the West has understood these words), 
but redemptive history—descriptions of the redemptive activity of 
God in his various advents.78 

This is why some Christian theologians, who have tried to pass over to the Hindu 
experience, are claiming that the reality of the "Logos," the reality of Christ, is 
truly present in the Krishna-myth.79 

But it must also be made clear to Christian theologians that the Hindu 
Avatars are not entirely ahistorical. The doctrine of the Avatars as elaborated in 
the Puranas traces its origins back to the Vedic period (ca. 1500-500 B.C.) where 
people recognized special teachers who were "in union with the cause of the 
universe," although they were human. After such teachers had manifested this 
union with Brahman, they came to be worshipped. Such concrete experiences 
led to the belief that God, who will never abandon humanity, can be found in 
human flesh.80 

Also, there has been an "evolution of doctrine" in the Hindu view of the 
Avatars. Much like early Christology, it has moved from a more docetic interpre
tation to emphasize genuine "inhistoricization." This is the case especially for 
such modern Hindu thinkers as Sri Ramakrishna (1834-1886), Sri Aurobindo 
Ghose (1872-1950), and Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan (1888-1975). Perhaps much 
of this development is due to the fact that concrete historical personages have, in 
the eyes of many, proved themselves to be Avatars; the most notable examples 
are Chaitanya (1486-1534), who is regarded and worshipped as another Avatar 

77From J. Moffitt's imagined conversation with a Hindu in "Incarnation and Avatara: An 
Imaginary Conversation,"/.E.S. 14(1977): 263. 

"Hindu and Christian in Vrindaban (London: SCM Press, 1969), p. 114 (parentheses 
mine). 

79Ibid., 110-111; R. Panikkar, The Unknown Christ of Hinduism (London: Darton, 
Longman & Todd, 1964), pp. 119-131. 

«»Moffitt, "Incarnation and Avatara,'* p. 281; also see Parrinder, Avatar and Incarnation, 
pp. 15-18. Also it should be noted that there is general agreement that there are actual 
historical personages behind the figures of Krishna and Rama, although they are "mythi
fied" beyond historical retrievability. See Parrinder, Avatara and Incarnation, pp. 122, 
27-31,63-66. 
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of Krishna,81 and Ramakrishna himself.82 In these views, Gregory of Nazianzus' 
principle, "Quod assumptum non est, non est sanatum" seems to be at work. 
They maintain that the Avatar must be present in the totality of the human 
condition, with all its suffering and uncertainty, for "if we see him as other than 
a human being, the steadfastness of effort he displays in his life and his spirit of 
supreme renunciation can only give rise to despair—as if they were something 
only God could accomplish."83 Sri Aurobindo is even clearer and more 
demanding: 

The Avatar does not come as a thaumaturgie magician, but as the 
divine leader of humanity and the exemplar of a divine humanity. 
Even human sorrow and physical suffering he must assume and use, 
so as to show, first, how that suffering may be a means of redemp
tion—as did Christ—secondly, to show how, having been assumed by 
the divine soul in the human nature, it can also be overcome in the 
same nature. 

To the modern mind, Avatar-hood is one of the most difficult 
to accept or understand; it is "to the heathen a foolishness and to 
the Greeks a stumbling-block."84 

These considerations concerning Buddha and the Hindu Avatars have to be 
studied and evaluated much more fully, both in their conformity to Hindu-
Buddhist scriptures and tradition and in their implications for further revision of 
Christian thought. 

IV. Summarizing Conclusions 

1. The real presence of Christ in church-word-sacrament is a mythic 
presence. Myth-symbol, as contemporary theologians insist, communicates 
reality. 

2. If, as these theologians maintain, the experience of God—salvation—is 
mediated primarily through the power of symbol and myth, then the "historical 
facts" of Christian salvation, while remaining vitally important, assume a 
secondary importance. This is not, as many said in the past, a reduction of 
Christianity to "eternal myth," but a fuller appropriation of the saving quality 
of the Christ event: events save by becoming myths. 

3. This implies that salvation in Christ does not represent an ontological 
change in the structures of reality (i.e., in the relation between God and human
kind) but a revelation of what those structures really are (i.e., God's love-grace is 

"Parrinder, Avatara and Incarnation, pp. 82-86; M. J. Kennedy, The Chaitanya Move
ment (New York: Oxford University Press, 1925). 

"Parrinder, Avatara and Incarnation, pp. 106-109. 
83Moffitt, "Incarnation and Avatara," p. 282. 
"Essays on the Gita (Pondicherry, India: Sri Aurobindo Ashram, 1959), pp. 221, 202. 
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there from the start). The primary significance of Jesus' death and resurrection is 
to be found not in what happened in him but in what was shown through him. 

4. This renewed understanding of symbol and myth also leads to signifi
cant implications and clarifications concerning Christianity's encounter with 
other religions of the world: (a) Christianity cannot base any kind of claim for 
uniqueness or superiority on its "historical foundations"; rather, the revealing-
saving power of its myth must be compared with that of other religious myths. 
Historical arguments assume a secondary, although important, place, (b) If 
salvation is mediated primarily through myth and symbol, then there seems to 
be much evidence that Buddha or Krishna or other savior figures are as truly and 
meaningfully present to their devotees as Christ is to his. (c) Finally, the wide
spread evidence that myth and symbol exercise saving power in all religions is 
further evidence that, as Vatican II has asserted, salvation is possible throughout 
the fabric of history—that the universal Logos truly does enlighten every person. 
This Logos, incarnate indeed in Jesus, is assuming flesh in different degrees and 
in different places throughout history. 


